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Abstract. An effective supply chain management practice improves the profitability and responsiveness of
organizations. Like multinationals, small-scale enterprises are also capitalizing this feat. This paper presents
a case study of a two level supply chain setting. Here a small enterprise i.e. vendor manages the inventory
of the retailer. Vendor develops the forecasts and a database for replenishment decisions. In this paper we
have also compared various statistical methods of forecasting. We have also shown how effective vendor
managed forecasts reduces bullwhip effect. The purpose of this paper is to probe the effect of these forecasts
on inventory levels, inventory costs, lead-time and customer satisfaction index.

Keywords: supply chain management, demand forecasting, performance measures, vendor-managed inven-
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1 Introduction

In recent years, organizations have found that, there is an incessant need to interact continuously with
supply chain partners. While working in global environment, they are adopting supply chain strategies to
improve their supply chain performance[8]. Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) is one of the supply chain
strategies to get the competitive advantage through the effective supply chain. In this set up, the vendor or
supplier is given the responsibility of managing the customer’s stock based on the shared information between
them[13]. Supply chain management includes activities related to manufacturing, inventory control, distribu-
tion, warehousing, and customer service[25]. Under VMI setting vendor coordinates and integrates all of these
activities into a seamless process. Although many diverse activities are involved at each step, this paper focus
upon forecasting activities.

For organization it is important to know how it is performing. A number of performance measures have
been reported in the literature to measure different aspects of the supply chain performance. These measures
could be inventory levels, service levels, order fulfillment time, total supply chain cost, forecasting accuracy,
supply chain flexibility, fill rates etc. Most of these measures encourage paying more emphasize on specific
measures rather than optimizing overall performance[21]. Many factors could influence the performance of
supply chain among which, the forecast is one of crucial ones. [29] found that if the forecast is not accurate,
the quantity ordered by retailers may not reflect the demand for the period and the errors in retailers forecast
are passed to the supplier in form of distorted orders. To sum up, forecasting is the most important activity
for enhancing productivity as forecasting results are very influential in making managerial decisions and
evaluating performance of the company[10].
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It has been observed that, to improve the fatness of profits and to improve accuracy of forecasts, there
is an incessant need to interact with supply chain partners along with availability of right kind of information
at right time. [16] studied and evaluated the popular supply chain strategies, such as Quick Response (QR),
Efficient Consumer Response (ECR), Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) and Continuous Replenishment Pro-
grams (CRP) etc. where information sharing practice is cornerstone of business functions. When we discuss
these strategies, we know that these are being implemented in large and multinational organizations, but what
about small and medium enterprises? Certainly, in today’s extremely volatile and unpredictable business envi-
ronment small and medium enterprises (SMEs) cannot work as standalone units. The closer look reveals that
during the last decade many SMEs also have tried to adjust their business operations to cope with the increased
demands for customized manufacturing[20]. The fact is, multinational firms and large enterprises can invest
huge capital for implementing latest information technology tools to carry day-to-day operations, but the in-
vestment and implementation is quite difficult for SMEs. Over time, characteristics of organizations used to
influence the supply chain design and its management but now effective supply chain management symbolizes
organization’s performance. The careful analysis of business operations reveals that there is a clear connection
between performance of supply chain and profit of an organization. Thus, for managers assessing the impact
of various antithetical performance measures of a supply chain is formidable task.

Generally, in a dedicated supply chain, where small and medium enterprises are under vendor managed
inventory pact with retailers; the retailers and managers at SMEs do not have a capacity and capability of
forecasting the demand accurately. To embark upon the said situation many researchers have recommended
prolific solutions. However, [18] have suggested that collaboration and demand information sharing with
supply chain partners to establish a joint forecast; could reduce demand uncertainty within the supply chain.
In this paper we have studied vendor managed forecasting for a small scale enterprise located at the central
part of India. The remaining organization of the paper is as follows. In the section 2, we have presented
the literature that focuses on quantitative forecasting models. Section 3, describes the case study and action
research methodology. Section 4 provides an overview of the various forecasting methods that are used in this
study. Section 5 ponders performance measurement. Section 6 discusses the results and finally in section 7
conclusions are drawn.

2 Review of literature

We begin our literature review on statistical forecasting models by referring the famous book of [3]. They
have provided deeper insights on the theory and practical applications of statistical models. A general linear
stochastic model, which is generated by a linear aggregation of random shocks, is described. The properties
and types of autoregressive moving average models (ARMA) are discussed in detail. Some models exhibit
non-stationary behavior; for these classes of stochastic time series, autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) models are studied along with their properties. Researchers have also investigated the relative ca-
pabilities of different forecasting methods and have considered the effects of various horizon lengths and data
periods. According to [26], data type, horizon length, and data period factors exert a considerable effect on the
performance of a forecasting model. Authors further urges that even though data type is inherently dictated
by chosen data, controllable factors such as horizon length and data period could be specified by decision
maker. [6, 11, 12] studied the short-term sales forecasting with respect to the lead-time in inventory control
problems. The impact of forecast on retail sales and retail stock was evaluated, and it was concluded that
accurate sales forecast are important in effective inventory management. They also recognized the difference
and effect of aggregate and disaggregate sales forecasting on inventory management. [15] found that the tra-
ditional short term and medium term forecasting methods does not take in to account the shorter product life
cycles. In shorter life cycle environments, the scarcity of data for any given product is offset by availability of
data on prior similar products. Authors proposed a forecasting method that extracts relevant information from
prior products and that supplements key information for forecasting. They empirically validated the model
and show that the accuracy of the forecast for multiple periods is better than that of ARIMA models. For time
series with a long history, [19] showed that sophisticated time series methods such as decomposition models
and Box-Jenkins models could provide compatible results.
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One of the complex issues to be handled by managers is analyzing and modeling seasonal time series.
In the popular approach, is to remove the seasonal component first, and then estimate other components.
Many practitioners in various forecasting applications have satisfactorily adopted this practice of seasonal
adjustment[6]. In 1989, Withycombe as cited in [7] introduced a different approach for seasonal adjustment.
Instead of updating seasonal indices, like in the Holt-Winters’ method, author used the improved seasonal
estimates to deseasonalize each series in the group, before extrapolation by Double Exponential Smoothing,
and reseasonalize afterwards. Bunn and Vassilopoulos (1999), as cited in [7] addressed the issue of estimating
seasonal indices for multi-item, short-term forecasting, based upon both individual time series estimates and
groups of similar time series. This development of the joint use of individual and group seasonal estimation
was extended in two directions. One class of method was derived from the procedures developed for combin-
ing forecasts. The second employed the general class of Stein Rules to obtain shrinkage estimates of seasonal
components. Authors showed that combined indices offer highest improvement in forecasting performance.
[28] discussed number of stable seasonal pattern models from the literature, which have been evaluated for
making forecast revisions at Sun Microsystems, Inc. Commonalities between the models are elucidated us-
ing a general theoretical framework, and a straightforward sample based mechanism is described that affords
great flexibility in the design and use of stable seasonal pattern models. With simulations based on actual sales
series of selected Sun products, the forecast performance of each model and its fit to the data are determined
and compared with those of the others. [7] found that standard forecasting methods that are designed to cope
with seasonal demand often are no longer applicable in practice. Due to growing assortments and shorter
product life cycles, demand data may show too high variation or may be insufficient to construct reliable fore-
cast models at the individual item level. Authors presented alternative forecasting methods that are based on
using demand information from a higher aggregation level and on combining forecasts. [22] argued that the
random error component of a demand series depends on trend and seasonal effects. They derived formulae for
the mean and variance of LTD for many common forms of exponential smoothing and examined the impact
of stochastic lead-times for the special case corresponding to simple exponential smoothing. These formulae
ensured safety stocks adjustments according to the changes in trend or changes in season. Researchers ob-
served that when the data is insufficient to characterize the system, grey forecasting models could give very
promising results. One such application is found in [24]. Authors provided an application of grey theory to
time series problems that includes seasonality. Authors proved that the GM (1, 1) grey model is insufficient
for forecasting seasonal time series. They advocated using the ratio-to-moving average method to remove the
seasonality out of seasonal time series.

A class of researchers have suggested and developed tailor-made statistical models. For example, [27]
presented and tested a path model of export sales forecasting behavior and performance that incorporated orga-
nizational and export-specific characteristics. The results indicated that the key determinants of exports sales
forecasting performance are organizational commitment, in addition to the resources devoted to the forecast-
ing function. [9] introduced the longitudinal data mixed model, a class of models that extends the traditional
two-way error components longitudinal data models with the framework of a mixed linear model. Authors
developed a forecast model using a class of linear mixed longitudinal, or panel, data models. Forecasts were
derived as special cases of best linear unbiased predictors, also known as BLUPs, and were optimal predictors
of future realizations of the response. It was shown that the BLUP forecast arises from three components: (1)
a predictor based on the conditional mean of the response, (2) a component due to time-varying coefficients,
and (3) a serial correlation correction term. In 2007, [26] employed Taguchi technique to rank and evaluate ef-
fects of controllable forecasting factors. Initially, quantitative factors and level settings were determined later
an orthogonal array was adopted to determine appropriate treatment combinations. The resulting response
table of the design experiment was then analyzed in order to rank and screen controllable factors. The results
showed that the proposed model permits the construction of a highly efficient forecasting model through the
suggested data collection method. A different attempt can be seen in [23]. In this paper, a model based on
existing clustering technique (k-means algorithm) and decision tree classifier (C4.5 algorithm) was proposed.
It was found suitable for estimation of new items, where no historical sales data is available. In the clustering
procedure similar historical items in term of sales profiles were grouped and then, the decision tree associated
future items with prototypes from their descriptive criteria. The resulting prototypes constituted the sales for-
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-ecast.
It should be pointed out that, wide literature is available on forecasting in supply chain, but very little

focus is there on vendor-managed forecasts especially for small enterprise.

3 Case industry and action research methodology

The Case industry is a small-scale enterprise located in central part of India, engaged in manufacturing
and distribution of bakery products. As the product is of daily need, the sale depends upon many factors.
However, in order to measure the effect of proper forecasting we would not concentrate on these factors.
We will assume these factors to be constant through the study. The company was facing lot of stock out and
excess inventory calls from retailers. Technically this situation is called bullwhip. Broadly speaking bullwhip
is the phenomenon of demand (variance) amplification of orders as they are passed up the supply chain. To
reduce this amplification three dimensions should be understood properly. First, the dimension of amplitude.
Second the time dimension since orders may take a significant time to move up the chain. Third, there is the
distance dimension in which the outsourced pipeline may be thousands of miles from the marketplace. Hence
information systems need to be implemented which ensure that data is both uncorrupted and readily available
to all “players” in the chain. “Double guessing” between the various participants simply makes things worse[8].

In this study we have considered a two level supply chain for a small Indian enterprise and a retailer.
Being a small enterprise, the company was not having latest IT tools to monitor the inventory and had to relay
on retailer orders only. The manager at case company was busier in manufacturing activities and little stress
was given on supply chain activities. In order to solve this fix, we advised management to adopt partial Vendor
Managed Inventory practice. This was done on a trial basis. It was decided that if the Results are good then for
all retailers this practice would be implemented. Company was recommended to take the two years daily sales
data from the retailer. Then by analyzing three years data, we developed forecasts using various statistical
forecasting. It was observed that product being seasonal in nature follows a cyclic pattern. Therefore a cyclic
forecaster was chosen for developing forecasts. The database was used to take supply chain decisions. Instead
of retailer placing the order, manufacture decided the supplying quantity of retailer. To, ensure against stock
out or excess stock situations, company guaranteed the buy back and penalty costs. We followed the results of
Cyclical Forecasting Model; however we compare the results with statistical methods adopted in this study.

4 Overview of statistical forecasting models

A forecast is an estimate of the level of demand to be expected for a product for some period of time in
future. If company know its customers past behavior, it may shed light on their future behavior. Therefore,
a forecast is basically a guess, but by the use of certain techniques it could be more than just a guess. The
objective of every forecast is to support decisions that are based on the forecast, so the company must clearly
identify these decisions[1]. In the following sections we discuss the statistical models for demand forecasting.

4.1 Winter’s model

In order to take the effects of seasonality and trend into consideration, Winter’s exponential smoothing
is used to preliminarily forecast the demand. According to this method, three components to the model are
assumed: a permanent component, a trend, and a seasonal component. Each component is continuously up-
dated using a smoothing constant applied to the most recent observation and the last estimate. In the Winter’s
model, it is assumed that each observation is the sum of a deseasonalize value and a seasonal index.

St = α(Xt − It−L) + (1− α)(St−1 + bt−1) (1)

bt = γ(St − St−1) + (1− α)bt−1 (2)

It = β(Xt − St) + (1− β)It−L (3)

and forecasts are computed by the formula
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Ft+m = St + It−L+m (4)

where α, β, γ are general smoothing , seasonal smoothing and trend smoothing constant respectively. L is the
length of seasonality; bt is the trend component; I is the seasonal adjustment factor; St is the smoothed series
that does not include seasonality; and Ft+m is the forecast m periods ahead. In our study best results through
trial and error were obtained by using α = 0.3, β = 0.4, and γ = 0.5[4].

4.2 Holt’s smoothing model

In this model trend is incorporated in an exponentially smoothed forecast. It is also called as trend cor-
rected exponential smoothing method. With this approach the estimates for both the average and the trend are
smoothed, requiring two smoothing constants namely α and β. For our case, best values found were 0.2 and
0.2 respectively. The forecast is given as

Ft+1 = At + Tt (5)

where,

At = αDt + (1− α)(At−1 − Tt−1) (6)

and

Tt = β(At −At−1) + (1− β)Tt−1 (7)

where At is exponentially smoothed average of the series in period t, Tt is exponentially smoothed average of
the trend in period t, α smoothing parameter for the average, β smoothing parameter for the trend and Ft+1

forecast for period t + 1[14].

4.3 Fourier smoothing model

This model uses Fourier transforms to decompose a signal/function/data into its sine and cosine compo-
nents. The output of the transformation represents the signal in the Fourier or frequency domain, while the
input signal may be in the temporal domain or spatial domain. The Fourier transform can separate low- and
high- frequency information of a signal/data. Whereas low frequencies give information about background
and overall shape, high frequencies give information about details and noise. Noise reduction (or equivalently,
function smoothing) is often achieved by running a low-pass filter in the frequency domain. Transformations
are given as

F (w) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(x) · e−2πiwxdx (8)

where

f(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
F (w) · e2πiwxdw (9)

F (w), f(x) corresponds to the forward and inverse Fourier Transformation[4].

4.4 Simple exponential smoothing method

This method calculates the average of a time series by giving recent demands more weights than earlier
demands. Exponential smoothing method requires three items of data: the last period’s forecast; demand for
this period and smoothing parameter α. Taken as 0.2 in our case. To obtain the forecast we simply calculate a
weighted average of most recent demand and the forecast calculated last period. The equation of the forecast
is

Ft+1 = αDt + (1− α)Ft (10)

where F is forecast for period, D is demand for the period and t is time period[5].
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4.5 Cyclical forecasting models

Cyclic forecaster is specially used when the historical data shows seasonality. This model can exhibit
combination of constant and seasonal component of the time series. Cyclic forecasting function is given as

F = a + u cos(2π/N)t + v sin(2π/N)t (11)

where F is forecast, a is constant component of data u and v are constant of sine and cosine function. N is
number of observations and t is time period[1].

5 Performance measurement of vendor managed forecasting

We measured the forecasting accuracy and Customer Satisfaction index in this case study, which are
discussed as below.

5.1 Forecasting accuracy

In this study, we adopted Absolute Error, Mean Absolute Deviation, Mean Absolute Percentage Error
and Tracking Signal as evaluating measures. Using historical data a forecast was made using traditional
methods. This forecast was used by manufacture to decide the quantity to be supplied to retailer. In order to
find the difference in forecasted demand and actual demand we performed thorough error analysis by using
following formulas.

(1) Absolute Error (A.E) Absolute error = |Ft −Dt| (12)

(2) Mean Absolute Deviation (M.A.D.) MAD = 1/n

n∑
t=1

|Ft −Dt| (13)

(3) Percent Error (P.E) PE = 100× |Ft −Dt|/Dt (14)

(4) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (M.A.P.E.) MAPE = 1/n
n∑

t=1

|Ft −Dt|/Dt × 100 (15)

(5) Tracking Signal (T.S.) TS =
n∑

t=1

|Ft −Dt|/MADt (16)

where, n is number of observations, Ft is forecast for period t, Dt is demand for period t.

5.2 Customer Satisfaction Index (C.S.I)

In VMI pact we must check whether end customer is benefited or not. In context of vendor managed
forecasting, other performance measure such as fill rates or cycle service levels measures the proportion of
customer demand that is satisfied from available inventory. It does not measure the satisfaction index of cus-
tomers. To measure satisfaction index we used the Customer satisfaction Index as suggested by [21]. Manu-
facturer would provide a quantity equal to forecasted quantity to retailer. If the demand quantity is available
is equal to the forecasted quantity then the event is HIT, otherwise MISS.

CSI = Number of HIT / Total number of orders (17)

Let Dt is the actual demand of customers and Ft is the forecasted quantity for retailer. CSI for the specific
order can be found as follows.

If Ft > Dt, CSIt = 1 otherwise 0 (18)

Hence Overall CSI =
∑

CSIt/Total number of orders (19)
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6 Results and discussion

In order to compare and validate the result of Vendor managed forecasting we first examined the inventory
levels for previous years. Tab. 1 yields the excess and short inventory status for a single retailer for past two
years. In the year, 2004-05 excess inventory was 22.27% and short inventory was only 2.59%. Thus overall

Table 1. Behavior of inventory and CSI for year 2004-
05 and 2005-06

Year
Excess
Inventory

Short
Inventory

Customer
Satisfaction
Index

2004-05 22.27% 2.59% 0.771
2005-06 19.68% 18.94% 0.283

Table 2. Comparative statistics of inventory and CSI
for year 2006-07

Measure
Model Winter Holt Fourier

Expone-
-ntial Cyclical

EI 17.9 7.07 9.33 7.48 7
SI 17.32 20.22 19.79 16.28 17.08
CSI 0.4315 0.3406 0.3406 0.3076 0.3021

demand variance was around 25%. Company was in its establishment phase hence initially lead time was
around 6 days Retailers placed higher ordering quantity in order to avoid stock out situation. Automatically,
retailer got higher Customer Satisfaction Index for end customer. Stock out or excess stock, was burden of
retailers. Therefore total supply chain cost was very high as shown in Tab. 19. For year 2005-06 Company

Table 3. Multiple pair wise comparisons for inventory
comparisons using the Nemenyi’s procedure

Sample
Freq-
-uency

Sum of
ranks

Mean of
ranks Groups

Cyclical 3 4.000 1.333 A
Exponential 3 6.000 2.000 A
Holt 3 10.500 3.500 A
Fourier 3 11.500 3.833 A
Winter 3 13.000 4.333 A

Table 4. Pair wise differences for inventory results

Winter Holt Fourier
Expon-
-ential Cyclical

Winter 0 0.833 0.500 2.333 3.000
Holt −0.833 0 −0.333 1.500 2.167
Fourier −0.500 0.333 0 1.833 2.500
Exponential −2.333 −1.500 −1.833 0 0.667
Cyclical −3.000 −2.167 −2.500 −0.667 0
Critical difference: 3.6239

decided to reduce excess inventory and supply chain cost by supplying less than what is demanded by retailer.
Company also managed to reduce the lead time to 5 days by taking follow up of retailer’s orders. Manager
at the company personally looked at every order of the retailer and by comparing his past performance he
decided the ordering quantity. This strategy reduced the percentage of excess inventory in year 2005-06 but
reduced the customer satisfaction index. To active the proper balance between excess and short inventory we
adopted partial VMI in year 2006-07. Here retailers past demand were observed and then by using effective
forecasting method, forecast for next three days was developed. This ordering quantity was confirmed with
retailer telephonically. The company also assured to take back excess stock and to pay a penalty for stock outs.
As a result of proper inventory management the supply chain cost came down which is shown in Tab. 19. Tab.

Table 5. Significant differences for inventory results

Winter Holt Fourier
Expone-
-ntial Cyclical

Winter No No No No No
Holt No No No No No
Fourier No No No No No
Exponential No No No No No
Cyclical No No No No No
Bonferroni corrected significance level: 0.005

Table 6. Comparative statistics of forecasting accu-
racy

Measure
Model Winter Holt Fourier

Expon-
-ential Cyclical

AE 180 139 140 115 116
MAD 212 160 161 121 116
PE 48 34 36 31 31
MAPE 56 36 39 33 34

2 shows how the Excess inventory, Short inventory and Customer satisfaction Index improved in year 2006-
07 as a result of partial VMI. The excess inventory is only 7% and short inventory is also reduced to 17%,
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which is certainly an improvement over previous years levels. Tab. 19 shows the year-to-year performance of
the company. We can see initially lead-time and supply chain cost was very high but gradually the lead-time,
supply chain cost is reduced and customer satisfaction index is again improved. We have adopted results of
cyclical forecaster but other forecasts also show good performance. When we make the multiple pair wise
comparisons using the Nemenyi’s procedure as shown in Tab. 3 Cyclical forecasting tops the list followed
by Exponential and Holt Model. As per as E.I, S.I and C.S.I are concerned Tab. 4 again shows better results

Table 7. Multiple pair wise comparisons for forecast-
ing accuracy using the Nemenyi’s procedure

Sample
Frequ-
-ency

Sum of
ranks

Mean of
ranks Groups

Exponential 4 5.500 1.375 A
Cyclical 4 6.500 1.625 A

Holt 4 12.000 3.000 A B
Fourier 4 16.000 4.000 A B
Winter 4 20.000 5.000 B

Table 8. Pair wise differences forecasting accuracy

Winter Holt Fourier
Expon-
-ential Cyclical

Winter 0 2.000 1.000 3.625 3.375
Holt −2.000 0 −1.000 1.625 1.375
Fourier −1.000 1.000 0 2.625 2.375
Exponential −3.625 −1.625 −2.625 0 −0.250
Cyclical −3.375 −1.375 −2.375 0.250 0
Critical difference: 3.1384

for cyclical model. Tab. 5 shows no significance difference for Bonferroni corrected significance level. Tab. 6
shows comparative statistics of forecasting accuracy. Minimum absolute error, percentage error, mean absolute
deviation are found for exponential forecaster. However the results of cyclical forecaster are almost equal
with exponential forecaster. Multiple pair wise comparisons for forecasting accuracy using the Nemenyi’s
procedure are depicted in Tab. 7. It can be seen that exponential forecaster is ranked first followed by cyclical
forecaster. Tab. 8 shows Pair wise differences forecasting accuracy, while Tab. 9 revels significance difference

Table 9. Significant differences for forecasting accu-
racy

Winter Holt Fourier
Expon-
-ential Cyclical

Winter No No No Yes Yes
Holt No No No No No
Fourier No No No No No
Exponential Yes No No No No
Cyclical Yes No No No No
Bonferroni corrected significance level: 0.005

Table 10. Tracking signal range

T.S Range
Model Winter Holt Fourier

Expon-
-ential Cyclical

From −20 −38 −63 −137 −73
To 65 15 260 23 74

for Bonferroni corrected significance level. It is found that only exponential forecaster and cyclical forecaster
have significant differences. Tab. 10 shows tracking signal range for various forecasts. For tracking signal the
results of Winter and Holt model proved to be best as shown in Tab. 11 and Tab. 12. Thus the comparison of
various forecasts proved that the cyclical model was best on most of the fronts.

We followed the results of cyclical model. In order to check the, whether the results of this model were
comparable to the results of neural network model, the analysis was done. Three models like multiplayer
perceptron (M.L.P), self-organizing feature maps (S.O.F.M) and focused time lagged recurrent neural network
(F.T.L.R.N.N) models were used. Using the neuro-solutions software the data was processed and forecasts
were prepared. Tab. 13 to Tab. 18 shows the result of neural network models. Tab. 13 depicts the inventory
statistics and customer satisfaction index obtained as a result of neural network models. If we compare the
neural networks alone the results of M.L.P model were best. However, compared to statistical models the
results of cyclical models again excelled. Tab. 14 shows Multiple pair wise comparisons for neural models
using the Nemenyi’s procedure. The comparison shows the M.L.P model at the top. In future research we could
use this model for getting accurate forecasts. The forecasting accuracy was checked as shown in Tab. 15. The
error was minimum for M.L.P model again. Tab. 16 shows significance differences among different models
for Bonferroni corrected significance level. Tracking signal indicates the whether there is over forecasting or
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under forecasting. From Tab. 17 and Tab. 18 it can be seen that F.T.L.R.N.N has the narrow range of tracking
signal, while, wider range is seen for S.O.F.M model.

Lastly, comparison of all forecasts was done with the original sales. Spearman rank order correlation test
was used to find correlation between various forecasts and actual sales. The correlation values vary between
+1 to −1. Values towards +1 indicate substantial positive relationship between actual demand and forecasted
demand, where as -1indiacate negative relationship between actual demand and forecasted demand. Tab. 20
presents the results of the test. Results indicate that forecasts obtained from M.L.P (Correlation 0.71) and
Cyclical models (Correlation 0.68) are very close to actual data. The correlation between various forecasts is
also depicted in the results. It is observed that all the neural network models are strongly correlated. Among
statistical forecasts, exponential and cyclical models are closely related. The result endorses the choice of
cyclical model and also suggests that a further research can exploit M.L.P model.

7 Conclusion

In this study we have adopted partial vendor managed inventory practice in a two level supply chain, for a
small Indian enterprise. It shows how bullwhip is reduced by using vendor managed forecasting. It also shows
the gradual improvement in business performance. Specifically we studied and compared various methods of
forecasting. Vendor managed forecast is developed from five statistical forecasts and few neural network mod-
els. Cyclical, Exponential and Holt’s method exhibited good results. However, Cyclical forecasting, which is
adopted in this study, excelled on all fronts. From the results of case study it can be concluded that, even a
small scale enterprise which lacks exorbitant IT tools and other support staff, can develop the decision sup-
port tools and improve the supply chain responsiveness. We also conclude that proper method of forecasting
increases forecasting accuracy and improve the performance of enterprise. It is proved that vendor managed
forecasting reduces excessive inventory, cuts down short inventory and most of all increases customer satis-
faction. In this study we did not take into account other functions of VMI; a future research is needed in this
direction. It is felt that full-fledged VMI and use of neural networks can further improve the performance of
enterprise.

Retailer Vendor

Retailer Vendor

Retailer Vendor

Dem an d O r der

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

Dem and Fulfitm ent

Dem and Fulfitm ent

Dem and Inform ation

Dem and Fulfitm ent

Fig. 1. Adopted VMI model
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Table 11. Multiple pair wise comparisons for tracking
signal range using the Nemenyi’s procedure

Sample
Freq-
-uency

Sum of
ranks

Mean of
ranks Groups

Exponential 2 3.000 1.500 A
Holt 2 5.000 2.500 A
Cyclical 2 6.000 3.000 A
Winter 2 8.000 4.000 A
Fourier 2 8.000 4.000 A

Table 12. Pair wise differences for tacking signal

Winter Holt Fourier
Expon-
-ential Cyclical

Winter 0 1.500 0.000 2.500 1.000
Holt −1.500 0 −1.500 1.000 −0.500
Fourier 0.000 1.500 0 2.500 1.000
Exponential −2.500 −1.000 −2.500 0 −1.500
Cyclical −1.000 0.500 −1.000 1.500 0
Critical difference: 4.4383

Table 13. Comparative statistics of inventory and cus-
tomer satisfaction index for neural network model

Measure
Model S.O.F.M M.L.P F.T.L.R.N.N

EI 12.96 8.06 19.59
SI 16.76 18.98 17.88
CSI 0.3156 0.3665 0.3012

Table 14. Multiple pair wise comparisons for neural
models using the Nemenyi’s procedure

Sample
Frequ-
-ency

Sum of
ranks

Mean of
ranks

Groups

M.L.P 2 2.000 1.000 A
S.O.F.M 2 4.000 2.000 A
F.T.L.R.N.N 2 4.000 3.000 A

Table 15. Comparative analysis of forecasting accu-
racy for neural network models

Measure
Model S.O.F.M M.L.P F.T.L.R.N.N
AE 156 100 180

MAD 188 140 198
PE 36 32 42

MAPE 48 34 40

Table 16. Significant differences for forecasting accu-
racy using neural models

S.O.F.M M.L.P F.T.L.R.N.N
M.L.P Yes No Yes
S.O.F.M No Yes No
F.T.L.R.N.N No Yes No
Bonferroni corrected significance level: 0.005

Table 17. Tracking signal range for neural network
models

T.S Range
Model S.O.F.M M.L.P F.T.L.R.N.N
From −295 −67 −24

To 100 14 13

Table 18. Multiple pair wise for inventory compar-
isons using the Nemenyi’s procedure

Sample
Frequ-
-ency

Sum of
ranks

Mean of
ranks

Groups

F.T.L.R.N.N 3 4.000 1.333 A
M.L.P 3 6.000 2.000 A
S.O.F.M 3 8.000 2.666 A

Table 19. Effects of VMI adoption

Measure 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07
Lead time 6 days 5 days 3 days
Demand Variance 25% 38% 24%
Inventory Cost 813051 708645 697749

Table 20. Spearman rank correlations Test

F.T.L.R.N.N M.L.P S.O.F.M Winter Holt Fourier Exponential Cyclical
Actual 0.54 0.71 0.46 0.26 0.51 0.43 0.56 0.68
F.T.L.R.N.N 0.92 0.94 0.70 0.03 0.46 0.43 0.40
M.L.P 0.93 0.66 −0.01 0.51 0.48 0.42
S.O.F.M 0.43 0.40 0.36 0.37 0.46
Winter 0.24 0.15 0.28 0.40
Holt 0.52 0.33 0.32
Fourier 0.03 −0.05
Exponential 0.82
Cyclical
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Fig. 1. Effect of the different number of clusters on the OFV

validate this proposed algorithm in the domain of supplier base management. This given data set contains sup-
plier capability and supplier performance information on 23 suppliers with identifying ten attributes (shown
in Tab. 5) including quality management practices and systems (QMP), documentation and self-audit (SA),
process/manufacturing capability (PMC), management of firm (MGT), design and development capabilities
(DD), cost (C), quality (Q), price (P), delivery (D), cost reduction performance (CRP) and others. Talluri and
Narasimhan[28] applied a data envelopment analysis (DEA) to determine the efficiency of each supplier. Their
conclusion on each supplier is shown in the last column of Tab. 5. All suppliers with the efficiency (shown
as “Effi.” column) equal to and less than one are considered efficient and inefficient, respectively. Some cat-
egorical data collected by Talluri and Narasimhan[28] are normalized and calculated based on the weighted
average by Parmar et al.[21]. They first discritize the data set and apply max-max-roughness (MMR) to cluster
suppliers. The results are summarized in Tab. 5. In Tab. 6, we summarize the results of the FCPSO with three
clusters. Some industry best practices on supplier performance classify the suppliers into golden, silver, and
bronze[21]. Thus, in this study, we summarize the results of FCPSO with the number of clusters set to be three
in Tab. 6.

Table 5. Discritized data

Obj. QMP SA PMC MGT DD C Q P D CRP Other Effi.
1 3 2 3 3 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 I
2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 E
3 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 3 E
4 5 2 2 2 3 4 5 2 4 1 4 E
5 5 2 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 1 2 I
6 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 2 3 E
7 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 2 2 2 3 E
8 5 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 I
9 5 2 3 3 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 I

10 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 3 E
11 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 I
12 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 E
13 5 2 3 3 4 4 1 2 3 1 3 I
14 4 2 3 3 4 4 2 1 2 1 2 I
15 4 2 2 3 1 1 4 3 4 2 3 E
16 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 I
17 5 2 3 3 4 3 3 1 2 1 1 I
18 5 2 3 3 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 I
19 4 2 3 1 4 3 4 1 4 1 3 I
20 4 2 3 3 1 4 2 2 4 1 4 E
21 5 2 3 2 4 4 2 1 3 1 2 I
22 5 2 2 3 3 4 5 3 4 2 4 E
23 4 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 4 E
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Table 6. Results obtained by the proposed FVPSO

Cluster Number
Cluster Number
by FCPSO Efficiency Cluster Number

Cluster Number
by FCPSO Efficiency

1 4 E 2 11 I
1 15 E 2 12 E
1 19 I 2 16 I
1 20 E 3 5 I
1 22 E 3 8 I
1 23 E 3 9 I
2 1 I 3 13 I
2 2 E 3 14 I
2 3 E 3 17 I
2 6 E 3 18 I
2 7 E 3 21 I
2 10 E

Thus, the purity of Clusters 1, 2, and 3 is 83% (5/6), 67%( 6/9), and 12.5% (1/8), respectively. The
majority of suppliers in Clusters 1 and 2 are efficient whereas majority of suppliers in Cluster 3 are inefficient.
Clearly, the FCPSO has some ability to separate suppliers that are efficient from those that are inefficient.

6 Conclusion

Managing a massive supplier base is a challenging task. There is a need to cluster suppliers into man-
ageable smaller subsets. However, little supplier clustering work has been done, especially, when categorical
data are involved and uncertainty of belonging to a cluster is considered. Fuzzy clustering has been adapted
successfully to solve this problem, which is a hard combinatorial problem. However, when the problem be-
comes larger, fuzzy clustering algorithms may result uneven distribution of suppliers. This paper proposes a
hybrid algorithm, namely FPSO, combining the fuzzy c-means (FCM) and the particle swarm optimization
(PSO) algorithms in order to cluster suppliers in fuzzy environments. We have examined this algorithm on a
number of data sets. We have also utilized real industry data from the literature to test this proposed algorithm.
Our experimental tests showed that the FPSO computational times (i.e., CPU time) for the all examples were
significantly lower than the FCM method with the high solution quality in terms of the objective function
value (OFV).
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